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Consumers are largely the ones steering  the discussions online, leaving  companies to sit back and listen. Image credit: Brandwatch

 
By EMILY IRIS DEGN

Social listening  analytics platform Brandwatch is sharing  recommendations for how brands can navig ate an increasing ly
crowded peer-to-peer media landscape.

Marketers will have to continue adapting  to evolving  features and alg orithmic updates in 2024. New data from the firm reveals
that when it comes to navig ating  these challeng es, certain sectors are faring  better than others; in a study of feedback shared
online across social networking  hubs, blog s, forums and review sites, Brandwatch's State of Social report found that of eig ht
different industries, consumers are most readily sharing  positive comments about brands in the entertainment and retail
industries.

For the report, Brandwatch analyzed hundreds of millions of data points across the automotive, consumer packag ed g oods
(CPG), consumer tech, energ y, entertainment, retail, food and financial services industries from Jan. 1, 2023, to June 30, 2023.
Across the eig ht sectors, 347 brands were studied using  in-house consumer research and Brandwatch's AI assistant, Iris.

Social situation
According  to the report, brands only initiate 1.51 percent of all conversations related to themselves on social platforms such as
Instag ram, Facebook and X, formerly known as Twitter.

Consumers are larg ely the ones steering  the discussions, driving  brand mentions in a shifting  dig ital environment. Experts at
Brandwatch believe that there is "untapped potential" for org anizations to be able to control their narrative" in these spaces.

That said, certain trends are currently dominating  social media discourse.
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The report breaks down which generations make up the majority of every industry. Image credit: Brandwatch

Artificial intellig ence is continuing  to g ain g round. Generative tools related to writing , imag ery and chatbots are g rowing  to be
more and more endorsed by marketers and others outside of the tech field, reshaping  how businesses operate, create content
and communicate with their customers.

ChatGPT is also hig hlig hted, the report calling  it "a social marketer's secret sauce."

The capability allows for the streamlining  of everyday tasks on the part of professionals, but also complements the creative
process and amplifies output for brands.

Larg er marketing  platforms are working  to form their own proprietary AI tools, a trend that is likewise called out in the finding s.
The developments are said to save time for users, improve research, increase productivity and optimize social strateg ies.

As social media g rows, platforms are also g etting  enhanced.

Based on the analysis, men make up the majority of audiences on X, formerly known as Twitter. Image credit: Brandwatch

This movement is pushing  networks to focus on the audience experience and update according ly. The new offering s of T ikTok
and YouTube are specifically mentioned by Brandwatch, as the interactive and live features are framed as positive advancements
for creators.

Social media frag mentation is another element set to shape the landscape of social media in 2024, with platforms forming  sister
spaces such as Meta's reveal of Threads, which also serves as a direct competitor to X.

Finally, the importance of online reviews is emphasized, as customers are turning  to peer-written comments about products
more and more before they buy. In this new ag e of sharing  dig itally, what consumers are saying  about their purchases will "wield
considerable influence" and "must be a focal point of any modern marketing  strateg y," per the finding s.

As brands find their footing  in the new year, social media marketers will need to navig ate various complexities while connecting
with audiences in a way that boosts eng ag ement online.

This time with f eeling
The analysis broke down social mentions by feeling s, categ orizing  social mentions as expressing  ang er, sadness, disg ust, fear,
surprise or joy.

Consumer tech, automotive and financial services make up the hig hest amount of ang ry mentions. Respectively, 39 percent, 30
percent and 29 percent of conversations about brands in the categ ories are fueled by the neg ative emotion.



 

Only two industries are seeing  the majority of conversations about their brands be driven by positive emotions. Image credit: Brandwatch

The energ y sector accounted for the hig hest portion of sad mentions, the sentiment making  up 23 percent of all industry-related
conversations. Food and CPG saw the big g est number driven by disg ust, which centered 27 percent and 26 percent of
respective discussions.

Meanwhile, joy accounted for 56 percent and 57 percent of all label-related conversations for entertainment and retail brands,
respectively.

These are the only two sectors that saw positivity drive the majority of social media discussions.

The conclusion falls in line with trends identified in the past (see story), as 2020 ushered in a renewed appreciation for all thing s
experiential. Since the COVID-19-related lockdowns, consumers have been showing  a preference for purchases that provide
meaning  or memories (see story).

As a result, companies outside of hospitality have been infusing  their physical spaces with hosting  elements and eng ag ing  with
customers via immersive events (see story).

Those already within the experiential industries have been doubling  down on their value, upping  the sensory characteristics of
their storefronts, products and interactions with consumers. Whether by focusing  on building  a sense of place (see story),
complementing  standing  prog rams with taste (see story), among  other sensations, or bolstering  entertainment options (see
story), labels across the board are pouring  resources into keeping  their customers eng ag ed in real life as well as online.
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